
Hidden Dangers of Mould

There has been a lot in the news in the past few years concerning mould in our homes and what to do about it, 

partcularly with recent  foods in Toronto and Calgary.  As a result, we have become beter educated about mould's 

impact on our health and property value.  Elementary Property Inspectons provides professionally qualifed Mould and 

Air Quality Inspectons to identfy the presence of visible and airborne mould and able to identfy how much and where 

it exists so you can beter deal with the problem.  

 As homeowners, we have learned frsthand how damaging foodwaters can be and how quickly that water can lead to 

mould.  We have also learned that it can remain hidden in parts of our home and when we need to call in the experts.     

What to do about the mould we can't see? 

One area where mould can grow unnotced is in the atc. But this is one ‘out‐of‐ sight' problem that should never be 

‘out‐of‐mind'. Ignoring the problem won't make it go away. Quite the opposite! That is why Elementary Property 

Inspectons takes the tme to open the atc access cover and check for mould growth, poor ventlaton, evidence of roof 

leaks and other structural issues. 

Mould in an atc space is most ofen caused by one

of two factors; a leak that allows unwanted moisture

in, or because moisture is building up in the atc. 

There are various clues to be found to indicate a 

problem such a general blackening of the roof 

underside and rafers, darkening of the insulaton 

itself, and specifc areas of black staining.   

Some of the root causes of mould in the atc can be fxed by a DIYers, but most are best lef to professionals with the 

proper experience, know‐how and equipment. Working on a roof or in an atc is dangerous in itself. Doing so with heavy

shingles or large sheets of plywood can be deadly. 

Here are a few of the most common Causes and Cures we come across of mould in the atc: 

1. Blocked soft vents are ofen the cause of a general mould problem in an atc. Specially designed bafes can be 

added to return airfow, or simply pull back the insulaton from the edges.

2. Insufcient roof vents means insufcient air‐fow that will lead to moisture build‐ up.   

3. Roof leaks, caused by worn‐out, broken or cracked shingles are obviously a sign of trouble. Replacement usually 

means the whole roof and if the shingles have been leaking for awhile, be prepared to have to replace some of 

the roof sheathing and insulaton at the same tme.   

4. Bathroom fans and dryer vents exhaustng into the atc space are a no‐no. The warm, humid air should be 

vented directly to the outside. Failure to do so means moisture accumulaton and higher temperatures than 

normal in the atc – perfect for mould growth.   

5. Step‐fashing leaks, in side‐split homes, can introduce the moisture needed for mould growth in an atc. Ofen 

awkward to check without invasive deconstructon, it can usually be done without the need for reroofng.   



6. Plumbing vent stacks, atc vents or other breaks in the roof surface need special atenton. Gaskets and fanges 

around these items can become britle over tme and cracks can form. They can be resealed using a long‐lastng 

silicone sealant or replaced entrely.  

7. Chimneys are another common area to leak. The fashing must be maintained to ensure a watertght seal.    

8. Gable vents that are plugged or too small can lead to poor airfow and a build‐up of moisture.   

9. Holes in the tops of walls and ceilings for plumbing, heatng and wiring can leak indoor air into the atc space. 

These can be easily sealed using expanding spray foam in a can.   

10. Recessed lights, if not properly installed, can leak air into the atc space.   

Hidden Damages: 

In additon to identfying and rectfying the cause of the mould‐growth problem itself, if the problem has been ongoing 

for years, there may also be hidden damage that needs atenton, such as; 

   Delaminaton roof sheathing, the separaton of the layers in the plywood occurs if moisture has been building up 

for some tme. 

   Structural rot can occur if rafers have been subjected to ongoing moisture. 

   Premature shingle breakdown can result from constant moisture. Moisture reduces the life of many asphalt 

shingles causing them to crack and curl prematurely. If this happens, reshingling is necessary. 

If the home inspecton reveals these issues, it is best to make sure you understand the inspectors' recommendatons and

discuss the next steps before contactng a qualifed contractor to repair.    

If you aren't moving any tme soon, get to know your atc.  Open the hatch once a year and look for changes.    

Contact Elementary Property Inspectons for more informaton about this artcle or to schedule a complete certfed 

home inspecton, mould inspecton or air quality inspecton.


